Food packaging
that comes full circle

From recycled plastic to
innovative packaging,
the cycle continues.

Recycleware Containers
Recycleware Containers will make your food the star of the show.
You’ll love how these crystal-clear, attractive Containers elevate
shelf appeal. They’re convenient for merchandising and grab-and-go,
composed foods. Recycleware Containers help you ensure product
freshness and integrity, while maximizing operational efficiency.
Like all Fabri-Kal products, they are crafted with care right here
in the U.S.A.

Sustainably Committed
Welcome to a new wave of sustainability without sacrificing the
convenience and quality that you expect from food packaging.
Fabri-Kal’s new Recycleware Containers are made with a minimum of
20-50% post-consumer recycled PET plastic bottles. Packaging made with
recycled content conserves resources and prevents pollution by reducing
the need for extracting, refining and processing raw materials. Post-consumer
recycled material gives items a second life when they’re used to produce new
products, strengthening the circular economy.

Square Deli Containers

Round Deli Containers

Elevate Shelf Appeal

Clearly Brilliant

On-The-Go Boxes

Dessert Containers

Creative Combinations

Perfectly Packaged

Take product visibility to the next level with these
efficient, sturdy Recycleware Square Deli Containers.
Made with a minimum of 50% post-consumer recycled
material these crystal-clear Containers will elevate
your shelf appeal in more ways than one.

Brilliantly clear Recyclware Round Deli Containers and
lids provide complete product visibility and are engineered
to be operation-friendly, durable, and leak-resistant. These
Containers and lids are printable and suitable for labeling
providing unlimited branding opportunities.

Increasingly, consumers support businesses with “environmentally-friendly”
practices. Demonstrate your commitment to the environment and increase
brand loyalty by using Recycleware Containers. Recycleware products are
recyclable in the communities that accept these products.

“Recycling products helps
keep them out of landfills.
Using products made with
post-consumer recycled
materials reduces both fossil
fuel-based material usage and
greenhouse gas generation”
—US Environmental Protection Agency

Maintain freshness and highlight your unlimited food
combinations with Recycleware On-The-Go Boxes.
Made with 50% post-consumer recycled material
these versatile containers will showcase your foods
and maximize shelf space.

Showcase frosty treats or confections in stylish
Recycleware Dessert Containers. Crystal-clear for
enhanced product presentation and available in
three sizes with a variety of lid options mean
added convenience.

RecyclewareUSA.com | 800-888-5054
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Contact us
for your next
packaging solution
RecyclewareUSA.com | 800-888-5054
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